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Abstract

In order to efficiently deal with queries or other location dependent information, it
is key that the wireless sensor network informs gateways what geographical area
is serviced by which gateway. The gateways are then able to e.g. efficiently route
queries which are only valid in particular regions of the deployment. The proposed
algorithms combine coverage area reporting and geographical routing of queries
which are injected by gateways.
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1. Introduction

During the lifetime of a wireless sensor network (WSN), the interest in col-
lected data may change. For example, this is likely in environmental monitoring
applications where the sensor network is used as data collection tool by many re-
searchers, who each might be interested in different data sets [1]. Therefore, it is
useful to be able to specify to the network, which measurement type (e.g. aver-
aged results) should be used, from which sensors and at what rate data should be
collected. The sensor nodes then adjust their operation accordingly.

One way to adjust the data set which a sensor node reports to a central gate-
way is to reprogram the nodes with updated firmware code. Levis et al. [2] let
nodes transmit the version number of their firmware at a slow pace. When they
(locally) detect that a neighbouring node has old firmware, neighbours with more
recent firmware automatically start update procedures. A similar scheme, Deluge,
is presented by Hui et al. [3]. However, in most cases complete reprogramming
is too expensive in terms of energy consumption. Reijers et al. [4] propose a re-
programming mechanism based upon efficiently transferring code changes. The



program code on the node is basically patched by a change script, executed on the
nodes.

It is questionable whether reprogramming is a good strategy to specify a change
in sensor data that needs to be reported to a central gateway, especially when
this changes frequently. Instead of thinking of the network as executing pre-
programmed tasks, one might also consider the sensor network as a distributed
database, which can be queried for sensor readings. In this setting, the nodes
are pre-programmed with a query interpreter, which stores and parses incoming
queries, and changes the node’s behaviour accordingly [5]. Madden et al. provide
in [6] a detailed description of TinyDB, the format of TinyDB queries and filtering
functions that can be established with these queries.

This work is in particular focused on the routing of queries (or other mes-
sage types) in the wireless sensor network that contain filtering on location i.e. the
query is only valid in particular regions in the wireless sensor network. Higher
efficiency can be achieved when the geographical filtering is applied during the
message routing process, instead of flooding queries to all nodes in the network
and then let the nodes apply the wished geographical filtering. Obviously, the lat-
ter may involve much more communication between nodes, which is typically a
large source of energy expenditure for wireless sensor nodes [7].

However, higher efficiency may not only be achieved in the wireless sensor
network, but potentially also in a powerful mobile ad-hoc network (MANET),
which interconnects gateways that each communicate with a subset of wireless
sensors. Gateways collaborate with other MANET enabled devices to extract con-
textual information from the sensor network by inserting queries. These queries
inform the wireless sensors which information needs to be delivered to the gate-
ways and are only inserted into the (local) sensor network if relevant. The proposed
geographical routing mechanism delivers as side product a coverage area descrip-
tion of the wireless sensor network. This description provides context information
to applications of the WSN and can potentially lead to more efficient control and
use of the wireless sensor network and e.g. the generation of sensible queries by
the application.

In this paper, amechanism is proposed in which (1) the wireless sensor network
provides an accurate and up-to-date coverage area description to gateways and (2)
the wireless sensor network re-uses the collected coverage area information to
enable geo-casting of location dependent queries and other messages. The latter
has a focus on routing of messages injected from gateway to nodes in the region
of interest.

In short, the distributed mechanism works as follows. Sensor readings are
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generated by sensor nodes according to queries and are —together with position
information of the node– encapsulated into messages. These messages are sent to
a gateway in the wireless sensor network. The messages potentially need to travel
multiple hops in the network before they reach the gateway. Sensor nodes, through
which the messages flow, inspect the position information inside the message and
use this information to create a local coverage area description, which is stored in
the sensor node itself. The local description represents the area which is covered
by the sensor node itself and all other nodes from which messages flow through
the node on their way to the gateway. At the gateway, the local coverage area
description represents the covered area of the whole sensor network. The local
coverage area descriptions are continuously updated when nodes receive position
information.

When the application injects a location dependent query or other message into
the network, the gateway checks if there is a match between the area covered by
the sensor network and the area specified in the query. If so, the gateway forwards
the query to its child nodes. In their turn, these nodes check if there is a match
between their local coverage area descriptions and the query’s specified area. If a
node finds a match, it again forwards the query to its child nodes. If not, the query
is simply not propagated. In this way, the query is routed to the area where it needs
to be executed.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the design of dis-
tributed coverage area reporting. The section also provides general assumptions
used in this work. In Section 3, the geo-casting of location dependent queries is
discussed. Section 4 focuses on implementation aspects on resource-constrained
sensor nodes. Throughout this work, the limitations of sensor nodes in terms of
computational capabilities and energy reserves are considered. Section 5 provides
conclusions.

2. Coverage area reporting

The first step in the geographical routing of location dependent queries is to
establish a notion of what area is covered by theWSN. Then, the actual geographic
situation is comparedwith the target geographical zone in queries and routing deci-
sions are executed accordingly. In this section, the design for distributed coverage
area reporting is discussed. In the distributed approach of establishing a descrip-
tion of WSN coverage area per gateway, nodes keep track of partial information
of the coverage area. In this way, gateways are efficiently informed of the cover-
age areas, while the amount of information each node needs to store, transmit and
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receive is limited. Throughout this work, the limitations of sensor nodes in terms
of resources (Section 4) are a driving force behind design choices.

2.1. Approach and assumptions
We assume that each of the nodes in the wireless sensor network has the abil-

ity to obtain an estimate of its position. This can be either by localization mech-
anisms [8, 9, 10, 11, 12], GPS or by other means (e.g. [13]). Whenever a node
publishes information, it is augmented with the current position of the node.

By the term coverage area, we understand the geographical area in which the
sensor nodes are deployed. It is important to note that this is not equal to informa-
tion coverage as defined by Wang et al. [14]: the coverage area indicates points
where events are detected, but it does not define where events can be located to get
detected. Although information coverage is important, it is not considered in the
proposed routing mechanism, to keep the proposed routing generic and indepen-
dent of sensor types. In general, sensor horizons are different for each sensor type
or sensor implementation. It may be dependent on the orientation of the sensor
and sensor nodes may be equipped with multiple different types of sensors [15].

The coverage area description, which the proposed geographical routing frame-
work delivers as context information to the application of the wireless sensor net-
work, is actually only a partial description: it provides an approximation of the
hull of the covered area rather than a complete list of locations where nodes are
deployed. Obviously, the later does not scale very well when the wireless sensor
network consists of many thousands of nodes, since per device in the network, a
location needs to be stored.

Edelsbrunner et al. present so called α-shapes [16, 17], which construct an
intuitive shape based on a set of points, where the parameter α determines the
crudeness of the resulting shape. This class of shapes is a good candidate for
representation of the wireless sensor network coverage area, if the α-parameter is
correctly tuned, with respect to the transmission range of nodes.

In this work, coverage areas are represented by a convex hulls (i.e. an α-shape
with α approximating 0) of the node locations. With this ’crude’ coverage area
description detail is lost of e.g. holes in the wireless sensor network deployment.
Many geographical routing protocols need to take special precautions to ensure
that messages are not stuck at holes in the deployment. However, the coverage area
information collection described in this section is tightly related to information
flow from sensors towards the gateways and connectivity information is implicitly
used to route in opposite direction. We assume that links between nodes are bi-
directional.
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Nodes in a multi-hop wireless sensor network collaborate in forwarding pack-
ets to their destination(s) [18]. By the term routing protocol, we understand the
mechanisms to select the ’best’ node out of the set of nodes in radio range for
forwarding the data to its final destination. In general, routing protocols try to
optimize global performance (for example minimize network-wide energy con-
sumption) by making local decisions on the intermediate best node to forward the
data to. If nodes are final destination of a data packet, the routing protocol hands
the data to higher layers in the OSI model [19].

Throughout this work, the following structure is assumed in the wireless sen-
sor network. One or more gateways are deployed with the wireless sensors and
a wireless sensor node is logically grouped with one gateway to balance the load
across the gateways e.g. using [20, 21, 22]. Topology constraints, such as con-
nectivity, and load balancing are taken into consideration. Basically, the routing
strategy of the wireless sensor network determines which node reports to which
gateway. A node sends —according to the active queries– its generated messages
to the selected gateway. When a message is produced, a node selects an interme-
diate node with lowest (aggregated) routing costs to forward the message to the
grouped gateway. This work assumes that a routing protocol is present to route
information efficiently to a selected group gateway e.g. the work in [23]. We use
the definitions parent node and child node to indicate node positions in the routing
tree. A child node has selected the parent node as intermediate node in order to get
messages towards a gateway. In this work, nodes store the logical address of their
parent node, but do not need to keep track of their (possibly many) child nodes.

An additional assumption is that selected intermediate nodes are part of the
same group as the node which originally generated the message. This assumption
is mainly for convenience for establishing (local) coverage area descriptions that
are valid for the group associated with a particular gateway. It ensures that nodes
do not need to explicitly check if the message originated from a node belonging
to the same group before location information encapsulated in a message is being
used. The property is satisfied by e.g. Erman-Tüysüz et al. in [22].

An overview of the presented approach of establishing a coverage area descrip-
tion is depicted in Figure 1. Nodes keep track of coordinates that are either in-
cluded in messages carrying sensor data, or are explicitly transmitted as described
in Section 2.4. Using the received coordinate information, the nodes create a lo-
cal coverage area description, represented as a convex hull. Although most sensor
data will be augmented with position information in practice, explicit transmission
of local coverage area descriptions is required to capture area covered by non data
producing sensor nodes. Periodically, the local convex hull is transmitted to the
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Figure 1: Example network with coverage area (i.e. local convex hull stored in the gateway) and a
local convex hull stored in a sensor node

parent node and the parent nodemerges the received convex hull with its local cov-
erage area description. Optionally, the convex hull is reduced using some form of
compressing before transmitting in order to limit memory usage by the algorithm
and energy consumption by reducing the size of transmitted/received coordinate
list.

2.2. Definitions
Let C = {c0, c1, . . . , ci} be a set of two dimensional coordinates, where each

coordinate c is constructed of (c(x), c(y)). Let the function CH(C) = H create a
minimal (ordered) set of coordinates H ⊆ C that envelops the coordinates in set
C. H is called the convex hull of the coordinate set C. In this work, we assume
that the coordinates in H are ordered such that the convex hull encompasses the
coordinate set C counter clockwise. We denote |H| as the number of coordinates
in coordinate set H. Note that |H| ≤ |C|.

In literature, many methods are described that transform a set of coordinates
to a convex hull e.g. [24]. Typically, these algorithms operate on a set of coor-
dinates and produce a convex hull, but do not consider addition of coordinates
once the convex hull has been created. In the following section, we present an
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algorithm that constructs and maintains a convex hull within sensor nodes when
sensor readings with coordinate information or periodically transmitted local con-
vex hulls are received by the node. In fact, the algorithm implements a merge
function CH(H,C) = H′, where C can be a single coordinate, a coordinates set
or a coordinates set representing a convex hull, with H′ ⊆ C ∪H. The presented
algorithm relies on the fact that the convex hullH is stored as a counter clockwise
ordered set and when merging, the ordering is kept.

Let the vector
−−−−→
hkhk+1 represent the line segment between coordinates hk and

hk+1 of the convex hull H. Throughout this work, we assume that coordinate sets
are non self-intersecting polygons and when the written indices are larger than the
size of the coordinate set e.g. when k + 1 > |H|, the modulo with the set size is
meant.

To determine if the coordinate c is left of the line segment, we make use of the
right hand-rule, by checking the orientation of the cross product

−−−−→
hkhk+1 ×

−→
hkc. In

the two-dimensional case, the cross product
−−−−→
hkhk+1 ×

−→
hkc is equivalent to

d = (h
(y)
k − h

(y)
k+1)c

(x) + (h
(x)
k+1 − h

(x)
k )c(y) + h

(x)
k h

(y)
k+1 − h

(y)
k h

(x)
k+1 (1)

Then, the coordinate c is left of the line segment hk and hk+1 if the result of Equa-
tion (1) is positive d > 0. This check will later on be used to see if a coordinate is
enveloped by a convex hull.

Finally, we define pi to be the position of node i in the wireless sensor network.

2.3. Constructing local coverage area descriptions
In this section, we discuss how a node constructs a local coverage area de-

scription that describes the area covered by the node itself, its child nodes and
other descendant nodes from which messages flow through the node towards a
gateway.

Let Hi be a convex hull representing the (local) coverage area description,
which is stored in wireless sensor node or gateway i as an ordered set of coordi-
nates. The coordinate set Hi is always ordered such that they describe the convex
hull counter clockwise.

Initially,Hi = {pi} contains the coordinate of the node itself, however, during
the update process described below, the coordinate of the node itself might be
removed from Hi.

Let C be the set of coordinates that a node or gateway receives (C is either
a single coordinate which is extracted from a sensor reading flowing through the
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node or a received convex hull from a child node). If C is an empty set, our algo-
rithm applies no changes toHi, otherwise per coordinate in the setC the following
procedure is executed:

1. Define cj as current coordinate to investigate from the set C (0 ≤ j ≤
|C| − 1). If this coordinate is already present in the set Hi, move on to the
next coordinate. We will investigate per coordinate if it is enveloped by Hi.
If not, Hi will be adjusted such that it envelops the coordinate as well.

2. Let n = |Hi| be the number of coordinates in the local convex hull:

• One coordinate (n = 1) — Add the coordinate to Hi and order the
coordinates such that the coordinate with lowest y-value is first in the
set.

• Two coordinates (n = 2) — Use Equation (1) to check if cj is geo-
graphically left of the line segment

−−→
h0h1 (see Section 2.2). If so, put

the coordinate at the third position in the convex hull Hi, otherwise
insert the coordinate between h0 and h1 in Hi.

• More coordinates (n > 2)—Check for each line segment (
−−→
h0h1,

−−→
h1h2,

. . .,
−−−−→
hn−1hn,

−−→
hnh0) if the coordinate cj is geographically left of the line

segment. If so, the coordinate is enveloped by the convex hull Hi;
continue with the next line segment.
If cj is not left of the line segment, then record the starting coordinate
of the line as begin point b. Continue with the next line segments until
cj is left of the line again. Remove all coordinates from b until the
current line segment and insert cj instead.

The above procedure is applied when a node receives sensor readings augmented
with position information or when local convex hulls are explicitly propagated
from child nodes. Next, we describe tasks that nodes need to execute periodically
to keep their local coverage area up to date.

2.4. Maintaining local coverage area descriptions
Due to dynamics in network topology, the local convex hull maintained in a

node can contain coordinates that do no longer reflect the actual coverage area
of the node, its children and other descendants e.g. this might be the case when
nodes are mobile. To keep the local convex hull accurate, a time out mechanism
is required to remove old coordinates from the local convex hull.
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Nodes store a timestamp for each individual coordinate in their local convex
hull Hi. The timestamp of a particular coordinate is reset, when a node receives
a message containing the coordinate. But when a coordinate has not been rein-
forced within the time out interval, it is removed from the local convex hull and
is therefore also not propagated to the parent node. The time out information is
never propagated to parent nodes.

A suitable time-out interval needs to be determined according to the level of
mobility in the network, however, it must not be shorter than the interval at which
nodes produce sensor readings, otherwise coordinates are removed from the local
convex hulls before they are reinforced. If topology changes are frequent, the
time-out interval should be short to ensure up-to-date coverage area descriptions.
Note that also the local convex hull needs to be transmitted to parent nodes at least
once per time-out interval.

Periodically i.e. once per time-out interval, a node applies the algorithm de-
scribed in Section 2.3 to check if its own position pi must be added to the local
coverage area description. This action also ensures that a potential time out on the
own coordinate is prevented. Note that pi is always either inside the area bounded
by Hi, or a coordinate in the set Hi or on one of the line segments represented by
the convex hull Hi.

2.5. Compression of coverage area descriptions
The proposed mechanism for distributed coverage area reporting requires that

nodes (periodically) propagate the convex hull that describes the local coverage
area to parent nodes. Obviously, message sizes grow with the number of coor-
dinates that are part of the convex hull. Consequently, more accurate, but larger
coverage area descriptions result in higher energy expenditure of the nodes. There-
fore, compression (i.e. approximation of the convex hull with a smaller coordinate
set) is an attractive option to limit resource consumption, such as energy and band-
width. It is important to note that a convex hull is already a minimum set by itself.

The compression algorithm accepts as input a convex hull and a maximum
convex hull size nmax > 3. Until the convex hull has been reduced to maximum
size nmax, the algorithm finds two coordinates hm and hm+1 which represent the
shortest line segment in the convex hull with rm ̸= 0 (Equation 4). These two
coordinates are then removed from the convex hull H and are replaced with one
coordinate ĥ, such that hm and hm+1 are both on the line segment hm−1 → ĥ
and ĥ → hm+2, respectively (Figure 2). The coordinate ĥ is positioned at the
intersection of the lines through hm−1 ↔ hm and hm+1 ↔ hm+2 and is calculated
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Figure 2: Compression of the convex hull removes short line segments from H by adding coordi-
nates at the intersection of segments before and after the short segments

as follows [25]:

ĥ(x) =
1

rm

∣∣∣∣∣ h
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m h
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1
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m h
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with

rm =

∣∣∣∣∣ h(x)
m−1 − h

(x)
m h

(y)
m−1 − h

(y)
m

h
(x)
m+1 − h

(x)
m+2 h

(y)
m+1 − h

(y)
m+2

∣∣∣∣∣ (4)

Note that rm = ad − bc according to the definitions in Figure 2. If the inter-
section point ĥ does not exist i.e. the two lines hm−1 ↔ hm and hm+1 ↔ hm+2 are
parallel and hence have equal slopes b : a = d : c, then follows rm = 0. When this
is the case for a shortest line segment, it is skipped by the compression algorithm.
Consequently, convex hulls with |H| = 4 and all opposite line segments parallel
cannot be further reduced, however, a reduction to a triangle is possible in other
cases. Hence, we limit nmax > 3. Since ĥ is on the exact intersection points of the
line segments before and after the line segment which is removed, the substituted
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coordinates are both on the new line segments originating from ĥ. As a result, the
coordinates hm and hm+1 are never added to the compressed convex hull by the
algorithm described in Section 2.3, because the result of Equation (1) results in
d = 0, while d > 0 is the criterium to add a coordinate to the local convex hull.

In this work, reduction is only applied when a copy of the local convex hull
is forwarded to parent nodes. Nodes maintain the actual convex hull in mem-
ory to use detailed information for the geographical routing decisions (Section 3).
Obviously, the larger the local coverage area descriptions, the more memory is
consumed by the uncompressed convex hull, more processing is needed to apply
the merging of coordinates (Section 2.3) and the energy expenditure of nodes will
be larger. Therefore, it could be a trade-off to apply compression also to the lo-
cal convex hull. However, when reduction is only applied on copies forwarded to
parent nodes, the time out mechanism of coordinates remains functional without
having to e.g. match coordinates to substituted coordinates. In any case, the par-
ent node works with the compressed version. This implies that compressed local
convex hulls need to be forwarded to parent nodes within the retention period of
coordinates to ensure that substituted coordinates are not removed due to time out.

3. Geographical routing based on local coverage area descriptions

With the above described algorithms, the WSN gateways are informed of a
’crude’ description of their coverage area. Next, this information can be used to
optimize handling of position dependent information e.g. gateways can use the in-
formation whether a certain query is relevant for their coverage area. If not, the
gateway can decide to discard the query without inserting it in the WSN, which in
the end saves energy and prolongs the lifetime of the wireless sensor network. In
this section, the geographical routing of location dependent queries is discussed.
Gateways and sensor nodes implement identical functionality regarding the for-
warding of queries. Note that queries are always forwarded from parent nodes to
child nodes to get delivered to an area, which is specified in the query.

First, we have a closer look at the structure of location dependent queries. We
assume that these queries consist of two parts: (1) a description of the area in which
the query must be executed, and (2) a command sequence (e.g. sensor types, sam-
ple rates, critical thresholds, aggregate functions etc). This work is mainly con-
cerned with the first part of the query. Let R = {r0, r1, . . . , rn} be the coordinate
set describing the region of interest extracted from the query,Hi the local coverage
area description of node i and pi the (estimated) position of node i.
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Upon receiving a query, a node analysesR and takes two decisions: (1) execute
decision (to find out if the node is within the region of interest and needs to execute
the query) and (2) halt forwarding decision (to find out if the node has child nodes
or further descendants in the region of interest). Both decisions use R as input
together with pi and Hi, respectively (Figure 3). If these decisions are translated
to addressed based routing, the execute decision is analogous to check if the node
is the final destination of the data packet —and the data is handed over to higher
layers in the OSI model– and the halting decision is analogous to finding a path to
the final destination. However, there are slight differences, as we describe in the
next sections.

Hi

R

pi

Hi

R

pi

(a) (b)

Figure 3: Routing decisions: (a) node i executes query if pi insideR and (b) node i forwards query
to children if Hi overlaps with R

3.1. Execute decision
When a node receives a query, it decides if the query is valid for it and, if so,

the query is stored and executed until it expires. The execute decision basically
checks if the node is inside the region of interest i.e. if point pi is inside the polygon
R.

The point-in-polygon problem is a well known problem in computational ge-
ometry and many solutions and implementations have been proposed [26, 27].
In general, these algorithms need complex geometrical operations [26]. Looking
from a node implementation perspective, it is beneficial to make the assumption
that the region of interest in the query R is a convex polygon. This assumption
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is not strictly necessary, but it reduces the complexity of the implementation, be-
cause of properties of a convex polygon [26]. Also, note that in the case of a
convex polygon R, parts of the algorithm in Section 2.3 can be reused to check if
the coordinate pi is inside R i.e. the node needs to check for every line segment
the coordinate pi is left of the line segment, if so, the query needs to be executed.

When the area of interest cannot be captured with a convex polygon, we as-
sume that multiple queries are generated to cover the complete area e.g. according
to the algorithms presented in [28, 29] to decompose polygons into multiple con-
vex parts. This functionality can be realized e.g. within the different gateways,
which are likely to be more computational powerful than sensor nodes.

3.2. Halt forwarding decision
With the halting decision a device determines if there might be child nodes or

nodes further down the routing tree that are within the area of interest as specified
in the query. If there are, the node should forward the query to its child nodes,
which in their turn decide if the query needs to be propagated.

Due to our choice to represent the coverage area by a convex hull, a node
cannot determine with certainty that there is indeed a node within the polygon R,
because detail on node positions are lost, if nodes are located within the convex
hull. However, a node is able to decide with certainty that further in its part of the
routing tree no node is present within the regionR. In the later case, the node does
not forward the query and it consequently does not spend energy on transmitting
the query and it saves resources from its child nodes i.e. receiving the query by
radio and processing the query as described in this section.

The halt forwarding decision is taken based upon R extracted from the query
and the local coverage area descriptionHi. The local convex hull describes the area
from which messages flow through a node towards a data sink. Our geographical
routing exploits this node versus geographical area information by using opposite
routing paths i.e. a certain area can be reached by a node, if the area overlaps
with the local convex hull description. Note that the reverse routing paths are not
necessarily the cheapest paths in terms of routing costs, since these are optimized
towards the gateways. However, we assume that reverse routing paths are feasible
to use to reach child nodes, since they have been chosen as best routes by the
cost-based routing protocol (Section 2.1).

To check if R overlaps with Hi, at least one of the following must be true:

• Any of the coordinates r0, r1, . . . , rn form R is inside the area represented
byHi. Section 3.1 describes how to verify if a point is in a convex polygon;
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• Any of the coordinates h0, h1, . . . , hk form Hi is inside the area represented
by R;

• Any of the line segments represented by the convex polygon R intersects
with any of the line segments from the convex hullHi. Section 2.5 describes
how to calculate the intersection coordinate of two lines. The operation can
be used to verify if line segments intersect by adding a check if the intersec-
tion point is within the x and y bounds of both line segments.

If any of the checks results true, the area of interest and the local coverage area
overlap and the device forwards the query and the other checks can be omitted in
that case.

If a devices does not decide to halt the forwarding of a query, it propagates
the query to its child nodes. For this purpose, we introduce a special multicast
address in the wireless sensor that represents restricted flooding to child nodes of
a node i.e. a node decides to receive a packet if it carries themulticast address and it
originates from its selected parent node. An potential optimization step concerning
this aspect is to keep track as parent node which area is covered by which children
and only forward the query to relevant child nodes. However, it must be noted that
this requires nodes to store more information, makes the halt forwarding decision
more resource consuming, because it must be repeated for all stored local convex
hulls of children, and the energy consumption of transmitting queries to more than
once will add considerably to the energy expenditure of a node. We leave this
trade-off to our future work.

Note that if a node decides to execute a query (Section 3.1), the node also
automatically forwards the query, because the relation of node’s location pi and the
local convex hull (Section 2.4). Of course, the query is in any case only forwarded
when a node has reason to i.e. it is not a leaf node in the routing tree. This can
easily be verified without maintaining a list of child nodes by inspecting the size
of the local coverage area description |Hi| > 1.

The fact that detail of the convex hulls are reduced by compression does not
affect the certainty with which nodes can decide to halt the propagation of a query.
However, it is likely that forwarding of queries happens more frequently without
nodes being present in the region R, simply because the compression scheme of
the convex hulls results in larger areas represented by lesser coordinates in H.
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4. Implementation aspects for resource-constrained senor nodes

The presented algorithms to obtain coverage area descriptions and reuse that
information to apply geo-casting of location dependent queries have been designed
with resource-constrained sensor nodes in mind. Typically, these platforms use
microcontrollers running at 4 to 8 MHz with on-chip RAM and program memory.
The non-volatile program memory ranges between 32 kB and 128 kB, while the
volatile memory is considerably smaller, ranging from 2 kB to 10 kB. Usually,
the nodes can access external non-volatile memory to store arbitrary data. In [30]
an overview is provided of common sensor node hardware platforms. In this sec-
tion, we dive into the implications it has to implement the presented algorithms
on resource-constrained sensor nodes in terms of computational complexity and
memory usage.

Denote sc and sct, respectively as the number of bytes required to store a single
coordinate (c(x), c(y)) and a single coordinate with time out information.

4.1. Computational complexity
In this section is shortly discussed what computations are required to maintain

the local coverage area description and to make the execute and halt forwarding
decisions. Table 1 summarizes geometrical functions that are required and gives
their computational complexity in terms of multiplications, additions and inver-
sions. Table 2 provides amapping of the functionality discussed in Sections 2 and 3
to these functions.

The Distance function calculates the distance between two coordinates. This
function is only used in the compression of the local coverage area description
before it is forwarded to parent nodes. Since the function is used in the context
of finding a minimum distance, it suffices to calculate squared distance as follows
(a(x)−b(x))2+(a(y)−b(y))2. The next geometric function Left is used to determine
if a coordinate is left of a line segment. This function is repeatedly used to find if
a point is inside a convex polygon and the function is used at several stages of the
combined coverage area reporting and geo-casting. Themost computational inten-
sive function is the Intersect function, which calculates the intersection point
of two lines of which two coordinates per line are provided as inputs. This func-
tion is used in the compression of the local convex hull and in the halt forwarding
decision to determine if two areas overlap.

The three functions Distance, Left and Intersect have been implemented
on a sensor node testbed [31] with a Texas Instruments MSP430 microcontroller,
which has a clock frequency of 4.6MHz. Timing information of the three functions
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Table 1: Overview of basic geometrical functions required and their computational complexity
Function Equation ∗ +/− 1/. Cycles
Distance(a, b) 2 3 93 (0.20 ms)
Left(a, b, c) (1) 4 5 135 (0.29 ms)
Intersect(a, b, c, d) (2), (3), (4) 16 15 1 821 (1.78 ms)

has been collected in terms of cycles required on the microcontroller and time
to complete the operation (Table 1). The implementation uses sc = 4 bytes to
represent coordinates.

Table 2 presents the computational complexity of the functionality required for
the combined coverage area and geo-casting in terms of the functions Distance,
Left and Intersect. When a node receives a coordinate setC from a child node
to update its local coverage area description, it checks (in worst case) for each of
the coordinates in C if it is left of any of the line segments in Hi (Section 2.3).
Hence, at most |Hi||C| times the function Left is used.

Less trivial is the compressing of the local coverage area description before it is
forwarded to a parent node. Note that in every compression round the local convex
hull size is reduced with at most one and that |Hi| − nmax rounds take place. Per
round, the intersection point of two lines is calculated using Intersect and the
length of all line segments in the working copy of the convex hullHi is calculated
using Distance. In the first round, there are |Hi| line segments in the working
copy and in the next round |Hi| − 1, until nmax line segments are reached. Hence,
the Distance function is used

∑|Hi|−nmax

n=1 |Hi| − n+ 1 times. The computational
complexities of the routing decisions in terms of the functions Distance, Left
and Intersect follow straightforward from their description (Section 3).

4.2. Memory requirements
Obviously, node requires |Hi|sct bytes to store its local convex hull, |C|sc bytes

to store temporarily coordinates received from a child node and, at most, |Hi|sc
bytes to use as working copy of its local convex hull to create a compressed ver-
sion. Obviously, storage is also required for a received query and its area of in-
terest R. We consider here only the temporary storage space to analyze the query
i.e. |R|sc bytes. After analyzing the query, we assume that it is either purged from
memory or it will not account to memory consumption in the routing layer, since
it is handled by a higher layer. In conclusion, the total memory requirements for
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Table 2: Worst case computational complexity in terms of Distance, Left and Intersect func-
tions

Functionality Section Distance Left Intersect
Constructing
local coverage
area

2.3 |Hi||C|

Compressing
local convex
hull

2.5
∑|Hi|−nmax

n=1 |Hi| − n+ 1 |Hi| − nmax

Execute deci-
sion

3.1 |Hi|

Halt forwarding
decision

3.2 2|Hi||R| |Hi||R|

the presented routing scheme are |Hi|(sct + sc) + |C|sc + |R|sc bytes of which
|Hi|sct bytes are permanently required.

4.3. Discussion
The sizes of the coordinate sets C, R and Hi determine to a large extend the

computational complexity and the memory requirements of the coverage area re-
porting and geo-casting (Table 2).

For example, assume |C| = nmax = 8, |R| = 8 and |Hi| = 16, then the
memory requirements are at most 208 bytes, the merging of C and Hi takes ap-
proximately 38 ms, compressing Hi to eight coordinates takes ≈35 ms, while the
execute decision takes approximately ≈5 ms and the halt forwarding decision (at
most) ≈305 ms, assuming the sensor node platform described in Section 4.1 and
sct = 5.

Sibling node

Compression of local 
convex hull

Hj → C

Parent node

Merging with local 
convex hull
CH(Hi, C)

Transmit Receive

C

Figure 4: Trade-off between compression of local convex hull in energy consumption perspective
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The maximum size of the coordinate set C can be controlled by the compres-
sion parameter nmax, however, its effect has two sides. Note that when sensor
samples flow through a node towards the gateway, |C| = 1. When setting nmax

to a low value (i.e. high loss of details in the transmitted local coverage area de-
scriptions), (1) the computational requirements of a child node increase due to the
compressing, but (2) the energy-expenditure for transmissions of local coverage
areas and the time required to update a local coverage area description in the parent
node are reduced (Figure 4).

The question is: can compression be justified in terms of total calculation time
(and the associated energy-expenditure) of parent and child? Obviously, a smaller
size of C results in lesser energy consumption of the parent and child nodes to
wirelessly transfer the coordinate set C.

The total time to compress the child’s local convex hullHj and to merge it with
the parents convex hull Hi is given by (see Table 2)

|Hi|nmax ∗ tl +
1

2

(
|Hj|2 + |Hj| − nmax − n2

max

)
∗ td + (|Hj| − nmax) ∗ ti (5)

where 3 < nmax ≤ |Hj| and tl, td and ti the computation times for the functions
Distance, Left and Intersect.

To minimise the computation time, we need to find out where the minimum of
Equation (5) lays with respect to the interval 3 < nmax ≤ |Hj|. Because Equa-
tion (5) is a hat-shaped parabolic function, we need to find the minimum compu-
tation time by finding the position of the maximum of the function. Denote nw as
size of C where the computation time is longest. Due to the symmetrical shape of
the parabolic function, there are two relevant cases:

1. The maximum of Equation (5) is located before half of the interval i.e. nw <
1
2
(|Hj|+ 4). In this case, the minimum combined parent/child computation

time is located at nmax = |Hj|.
2. The maximum is at or after the middle of the interval 3 < nmax ≤ |Hj|.

In this case, the minimum total computation time is located at nmax = 4.
Hence, compression with nmax = 4 is most energy-efficient.

To find the maximum total computation time, the derivative of Equation (5) is
takenwith respect tonmax and the root is determined. This results innw = tl

td
|Hi|−

ti
td
− 1

2
. Next, we find nw is beyond or at the half of the interval 3 < nmax ≤ |Hj|

i.e. nw ≥ 1
2
(|Hj|+ 4). This is the case, when

|Hi| >
5
2
td + ti

tl − 1
2
td

(6)
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Hence, when Equation (6) is satisfied, compression with nmax = 4 is most energy-
efficient.

For the sensor node platform described earlier in this section the maximum
computation time is when the child’s convex hull is compressed to nw = 1.45 ∗
|Hi|−9.4 coordinates for a given size of the parent’s local convex hull (see Table 1
for the values of td, tl and ti). Then, for |Hi| > 12, compression to nmax =
4 results in best performance in terms of calculation time and transmit/receive
energy-expenditure.

From the above, we conclude that applying compression in child nodes before
transmission is beneficial if Equation (6) is met. However, to make this trade-
off effectively in a child node, it must know the size of its parent’s coverage area
description. In our future work the effects of the compression parameter nmax on
geo-casting accuracy are discussed.

5. Conclusions

In this work we have presented a design for combined coverage area report-
ing and geo-casting. Sensor readings are generated by sensor nodes according to
queries and are —together with position information of the node– encapsulated
into messages. These messages are sent to a gateway in the wireless sensor net-
work. The messages potentially need to travel multiple hops in the network before
they reach the gateway. Sensor nodes, through which the messages flow, inspect
the position information inside the message and use this information to create a
local coverage area description, which is stored in the sensor node itself. The lo-
cal description represents the area which is covered by the sensor node itself and
all other nodes from which messages flow through the node on their way to the
gateway. At the gateway, the local coverage area description represents the cov-
ered area of the whole sensor network. The local coverage area descriptions are
continuously updated when nodes receive position information.

When the application injects a location dependent query or other message into
the network, the gateway checks if there is a match between the area covered by
the sensor network and the area specified in the query. If so, the gateway forwards
the query to its child nodes. In their turn, these nodes check if there is a match
between their local coverage area descriptions and the query’s specified area. If a
node finds a match, it again forwards the query to its child nodes. If not, the query
is simply not propagated. In this way, the query is routed to the area where it needs
to be executed.
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With the proposed design, collected coverage area information is reused to
enable efficient geo-casting, while it provides sensor network applications with
coverage area information.This description provides context information to ap-
plications of the WSN and can potentially lead to more efficient control and use
of the wireless sensor network and e.g. the generation of sensible queries by the
application.
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